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E XECUTIVE S UMMARY



The world creates unmeasurable torrents of data every day. Just in the computing realm, IDC estimates we added 487 billion gigabytes to the “Digital Universe” in 2008 (Gantz and Reinsel



2009). Some of this data, digital or otherwise, is of national security importance.



National security data is of paramount concern to all sovereign nations. The intelligence community within these nations must gather, analyse, and distribute this data. A study of the underlying philosophy of data used by these agencies can lead to refinements of their methodology. These refinements will have a real-world impact on health and welfare of their citizens. Furthermore, these practical benefits will also contribute to the foundation of the Philosophy of Data as a discipline. I plan to explore how small groups in intelligence agencies in the United States and Australia create, communicate, and document data. This exploration will use Oral History (Grele 1991) and scenario based (Ermi and Mäyrä 2005; Go and Carroll 2003; Wood 1997) interviews to explore intelligence officers' understanding of data from multiple viewpoints. These abstractions also reduce confidentiality problems. I will produce a series of recommendations intended to reduce miscommunication throughout the intelligence community, guidelines to help data modellers and database designers, and part of the foundation for a new Philosophy of Data. These recommendations stem from an abductive research strategy and a combination of single interviews and focus groups. My strategy uses a framework based on Social Network Analysis (Scott 2000; Wasserman and Faust 1994), data flow diagrams (Larsen, Plat and Toetenel 1994), and relational analysis (Carley 1993) to analyse the interviews. My current expectation is to complete primary research on this task by the end of 2009, with written material quickly following.
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I NTRODUCTION



A short summary will precede each major and minor header, such as this one. They will summarize the section and any subheads in the section in less than one hundred words. This introduction will frame the PoD discussion and segue into the Aims and Motivation.



Data is everywhere: it is the sine qua non of our societies. (Forester 1985) Data is infinite: like a fractal, any given aspect of this thing we call reality can yield infinite amounts of data, depending on the granularity of observations. Data is intangible: we interact with the products of data, computing engines that process Data, and symbols representing data. We do not understand data. To a corporate entity, people are not individuals. People are data. (Kühn and Andreas) These entities interact with our data shadows (Westin 1970) and, usually, produce the desired effect. That is only the tip of the iceberg. We, as human individuals, must continually interact with a sea of data every second of every day of our lives. Data is invisible, intangible. We can only interact with the symbols representing data. Yet, despite the remove, we interact with data, and through others’ interactions, data interacts with us. Our brains are massive data-processing engines,(Jeff and Dileep 2007) identifying, providing context, filtering, contexing, and all other operations that create that state which we call sentience. Not only have we ourselves, however, but we have created massive engines to produce, compile, and store data: the tools and instantiated techniques we call computers. Despite the fact that data is more vital to civilization than food, for without data we could not have food, few of us have any idea what this “thing” called data actually is. Far more troubling, those experts that we have appointed caretakers of civilization's data, the computing professionals, have few clear ideas about data. Not only are the ideas murky and opaque, but there are multiple competing ideas!(Zins 2007) A course of research is clear. I must investigate the nature of data. I must create the roots of a philosophy that will explain this thing we know as data. In order to explore the PoD, how people create, communicate, use, and understand what they understand as data, I have chosen to investigate the data use of intelligence agencies. This document has four major sections. In the Aims and Motivation, I will discuss my overall questions about data and the aspects of data I find most puzzling. In the literature review, I conduct a brief survey of many contributing fields to this fledgling Philosophy of Data. My research questions contain the three focusing statements for my research, questions that I will try to answer with my methodology. My three research questions are:



2|PoD  What are the epistemologies of data?  What are the communicative signifiers of data?  What similarities and differences are present in people's definitions of data in small group contexts? To answer these questions I propose a methodology where I plan to investigate how members of two countries' intelligence agencies consider the nature of data. This investigation, using Social Network Analysis (Scott 2000; Wasserman et al. 1994) with additional terms taken from Data Flow Diagramming (Larsen et al. 1994), will conduct historical Oral History Grele, 1991 #206} and scenario based interviews (Ermi et al. 2005; Go et al. 2003; Wood 1997).
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A IMS AND M OTIVATION



I want to create the Philosophy of Data (PoD). To make a start on that, I want to see how we create and use data in the real world. These observations provide a socially valid discussion and real utility for my suggestions. I want to explore, here, how small groups create, use, and communicate data.



There is a need for the creation of a Philosophy of Data (PoD). Experimental results must base this, not just pure philosophical premises. (Sosa 2007) As part of the foundation of the PoD, I seek to understand how humans in a given context create, define, differentiate, use, and communicate data, information, and knowledge. With this understanding, I hope to improve the quality of those interactions. This research will explore the definition of data. I cannot define data before the fact. It is possible to create a Universe of Discourse for this discussion, however. For this research, I am interested in units of data, information, and knowledge as discrete or combined statements about something. This domain spans from fact to fiction, but does not include the things themselves or actions they or others perform. My intent is to generalize statements about these data interactions, and as such, I want to use evidence from real sources to substantiate these claims. Philosophy should be clear and logical without the direct need for evidence. However, the sheer numbers of competing philosophies here require evidence to judge their relative merits. In order to have useful recommendations, and to have those recommendations adopted, it is best to be able to justify them with collected evidence. No one study can prove anything true in this topic. My goal here is to gain an understanding of the relative utility of the philosophies encountered during the study, not to produce a single "great truth" of the universe. I want to explore how people create data, information, and knowledge. The question of creation: how do people take something that is not data, information, or knowledge and turn it into something that is? What process to they go through to do this transformation? What cultural, professional, educational, and personal factors influence this process? What are the expressions of these factors? Is the categorization of data conscious or unconscious? The reason for and process of data, information, and knowledge differentiation is an important factor. While the creation of data, information, and knowledge is important, understanding of the differences requires knowing how people categorize these three related things. Beyond how, however, is the why. Why do people feel the need to differentiate between data and information or information and knowledge? Their justification for their categorization may contain a large part of the PoD.



4|PoD The other major component of the PoD is the use of data, information, and knowledge. While categorization is important, the use, conscious or not, of data, information, and knowledge reveals a person's fundamental understanding of data in the place it matters most: in producing things from data. Be these things recommendations, actions, or objects; the use of data in these requires a particular approach. One of the key areas of research here is what perceived affordances of each component. Exploring how people think they can interact with and transform the three, further philosophical differentiation is possible. The other key element of the use of data is in its communication. Studying miscommunication, the areas where we say the communicated data, information, and knowledge is incorrect, I can see how different people categorize and understand the same data. Study of the interpretant is just as important as the study of the communicator of data. As all communications use a medium, exploring the process of communication here allows the formulation of the nature and use of meta-data with respect to data, information, and knowledge.
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A M ULTI -D ISCIPLINARY P ROBLEM -S PACE L ITERATURE R EVIEW This literature review, due to be published in AMCIS 2009, briefly indicates some contributing fields, provides a Venn diagram of those contributions, and discusses how the philosophy of data could be of use to Information Systems.



I propose to explore the Philosophy of Data (PoD) and its roots amongst other disciplines. The Philosophy of Data seeks to understand the nature of data through experimental philosophy. In order to understand the many different ontologies of data, information, and knowledge out there, I will describe part of the problem space in terms of other disciplines and make an argument for the establishment of this new philosophical field. The many conflicting philosophies of data, information, and knowledge expressed and used in the discipline of Information Systems (IS) present a compelling problem for IS scholars. While each practitioner in this field has evolved his or her own philosophical understanding, based on necessity, evidence has demonstrated that there is little commonality between definitions across the entire discipline. In order to investigate the nature of data in ways that are both philosophically and structurally sound, I must not try to achieve a solitary, true, definition of data, for as different people use it, their own values and assumptions influence the ways in which they define it. While technology is an expression of our field, the Philosophy of Data (PoD) must look at the nature of data, not its instantiation in devices. This section will seek to understand part of the problem space of the PoD by exploring connections between areas that have a direct influence on this space. Each of the related disciplinary fields that work with and define data has concepts to share with the inherently multidisciplinary nature of the PoD.



L ITERATURE R EVIEW O VERVIEW



Here I will unpack and describe the Venn diagram shown below. I will discuss how each listed field relates to the PoD. While these are broad and appropriate for the discipline as a whole, none contains an extant Philosophy of Data.



The Philosophy of Information, Information Systems, Science, and Technology, Semiotics, the Philosophy of Science, the Philosophy of Technology, Information Theory, and the pure sciences all have their own unique weltanschauung to contribute to the foundations of the PoD. Semiotics explores words and symbols as data. The Philosophy of Information explores aspects of a multiply defined sibling of data, information. Information Systems, Science, and Technology explore the formal manipulation of data as abstract symbol sets, relational modelling, and functional data modelling. Semiotics contributes components of a philosophy of signs and their interpretation. Formalizing certain signs into facts is the domain of the Philosophy of Science, discovering the inner nature of facts. The Philosophy



6|PoD of Technology, meanwhile, contributes ethics and value-systems to data, as well as tools to help us probe its fundamental philosophical nature. Information Theory explores the nature of the mechanical transmission of data, imposing physical constraints in our constructed reality. The sciences of Education and Biology both explore the neurological basis of our brains’ understanding of data. Due to space limitations, I will not discuss the contributions of the pure sciences in this section. These disciplinary fields, while having different foci and importance to their relative disciplines, all have useful concepts to contribute to the PoD. These fields relate to the multidisciplinary aspects of the PoD within a number of domains shown in the diagram in Figure 1. Despite all these contributing fields, as the PoD is a fledgling philosophy, I can give no a priori definition of the philosophy. This section will examine each disciplinary field to highlight the philosophical components that relate to the PoD. The Venn diagram in Figure 1 attempts to illustrate the rough topical areas of intersection where other fields may contribute to the PoD. As a note, the Venn diagram does not indicate the relative size, importance, or scope of each contributing field, merely the aspects of the PoD each field overlaps.



F IGURE 1: A V ENN DIAGRAM DESCRIBING THE ASSOCIATED FIELDS AND IMPORTANT TOPICS OF THE P O D.
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P HILOSOPHY



OF I NFORMATION



The Philosophy of Information is a major contributor to the PoD. However, its reason for existence is different. This section will explore Floridi's discussion of the Philosophy of Information, Dodig-Crnkovic's call for experimental philosophy, and Petheram's link between the philosophy of Information and Information Systems.



A closely associated field to the PoD is the Philosophy of Information. A short description of the Philosophy of Information is the: “... critical investigation of the conceptual nature and basic principles of information, including its dynamics (especially computation and flow), utilization and sciences; and the elaboration and application of informationtheoretic and computational methodologies to philosophical problems." (Floridi 2002) This definition implies the existence of data, but also seeks to expand the Philosophy of Information's domain to Artificial Intelligence and into “solving” philosophical problems through computation. (Floridi 2004; Minsky 1986) While the PoD has significant overlap with the Philosophy of Information, the goal of the PoD is to look at atomic units of information, and not the philosophy of its uses. The Philosophy of Information does not provide us with the philosophical tools to explore interactions with data. Looking at the fruits of the data-information-knowledge process, these philosophers may not see to the potential insights offered by investigating the interactions humans have with data. Three authors working in the Philosophy of Information discipline bear mentioning here. Dr. Floridi defines the Philosophy of Information as a discipline by positing a number of questions (Floridi 2004). These questions, useful to the Philosophy of Information qua itself, are also useful to this attempt to define the PoD. Asking, “What is Information?” he demarcates the Philosophy of Information. Just as the question: “What is Data?” defines the raison d'être for the PoD. His second question is also highly applicable to the data/information dichotomy: “The I/O problem: What are the dynamics of information?” Here he disclaims investigation into information generation methodologies, choosing to investigate the information flow itself. The disclaimer, however, raises four fields of inquiry reserved for the PoD: “How is data defined/generated?”, “How is data stored?”, “How is data manipulated?”, and “How is data perceived?” Looking once again at the central question of this section, researchers interested in exploring human interactions with data must answer all four questions. Dr. Dodig-Crnkovic, on the other hand, calls for the increased practice of experimental philosophy when exploring these philosophical areas. She claims the nature of philosophy is shifting, drawing it once more back into close proximity and operation with the other fields bringing, “... a potential for a new Renaissance, where Science and Humanities, Arts and



8|PoD Engineering can reach a new synthesis, so very much needed in our intellectually split culture.” (Dodig-Crnkovic 2003) She argues that, at present, the philosophies have turned in on themselves, inventing complex personal vocabularies and these philosophers do not even think to export their insights into science or engineering. With this next generation of philosophers, there are signs of rebellion against this tradition, especially within the domain of experimental philosophy. Her paper can serve as a solid foundation for the arguments for using sociological inquiries to drive philosophy of real import and concern to everyday people. Brian Petheram discusses the tight connections between Information Systems modelling and the Philosophy of Information. He claims that, “by focusing on modelling as a key process of information systems development, … the deployment of something akin to a 'philosophy' is inevitable.” (Petheram 1997) By exploring the Philosophy of Information with respect to data modelling, he also shows the tight binding between the philosophies of the designers and programmers of data models and the models themselves, the outcome of which is to unconsciously influence the end-users’ interactions with their data. His contribution is to demonstrate that there is an acknowledged link between philosophy and data, that this link is under-explored, and is worthy of development.



I NFORMATION S CIENCE



AND



T ECHNOLOGY



Information Science/Systems/Technology uses the PoD every day. This section discusses data modelling by Codd, Date, and Marcos. I also cover ontologies of Data, Information, and Knowledge by Zins and Tuomi, respectively.



The significant component of Information Science, for us, is in the research and definition of the storage and processing mechanisms of what will eventually be information. In the field of Information Science, the PoD is concerned with information processing/retrieval, the creation of data-information-knowledge ontologies, relational algebra, and data modelling. Relational Algebra, popularized by E.F. Codd in 1969 (Darwen and Date 1995) is the foundation of modern relational databases. Relational Algebra defines a mathematical model for the manipulation of discrete sets to get the answer required through manipulating relationships. DATA MODELLING OF REALITY By modelling the customer’s reality into relationships suitable for a database, designers and



programmers must perform certain abstractions and generalizations. Without considering the future implications of these abstractions in the philosophy of the data model, it is possible to cause a disconnection between the constructed reality of the customer and the reality represented by the model. Codd's seminal paper arguing for the superiority of the relational model is very important to us (Codd 1969). The paper defines the terms “relation”



9|PoD and “relationship” in a mathematical sense. These terms demonstrate the contextualization of data with other data (relations linked by relationships) by applying set operations to data sets. The more subtle, philosophical contribution is in its normative recommendations for a normal form. Codd claims: “There are usually many alternative ways in which a relational model may be established for a data bank. In order to discuss a preferred way (or normal form), we must first introduce a few additional concepts … and establish some links with terminology currently in use in information systems programming.” (Codd 1969) Codd tests the waters of the philosophical field of data modelling by making assertions about correct and incorrect ways of modelling data, but fails to consider the philosophical implications of so doing. C. J. Date, explores data modelling: the design of the fundamental sets qua tables used in Relational Algebra (Date 1986). Data modelling contains two very important and distinct sub-fields: data requirements gathering and requirements modelling. The practice of requirements gathering tries to understand the universe of discourse (a delineated portion of reality relevant for modelling) under discussion. The requirements modelling process then applies that understanding of reality to a synthetic data model. This model serves to store observations of reality in a way that preserves their context. The Doctors Marcos started another useful discussion in the field of data modelling; they explore the question of the double meaning of the term model in the computing fields: “The design of the Database is crucial to the process of designing almost any Information System and involves two clearly identifiable key concepts: schema and Data model, … the term “model” is commonly applied indistinctly to both, the confusion arising from the fact that … the notion of “model” has a double meaning of which we are not always aware. If we take our idea of “model” directly from empirical sciences, then the schema of a Database would actually be a model, whereas the Data model would be a set of tools allowing us to define such a schema.” (Marcos and Marcos 2001) This assertion has a direct bearing on the PoD as the Doctors Marcos not only seek to define the process as data modelling, and the result of the process as a schema, but are also exploring the philosophical implications of both the tool of the schema and the technique of the data model. O N T O L OG I E S O F D A T A , I N F O R M A T I O N , AN D K N O W L E D G E Interestingly, Information Science and the Philosophy of Information intersect when they



attempt to delineate the differences between data, information, and knowledge by creating various ontologies relating the three concepts. Dr. Zins recently conducted research on behalf of the Israel Science Foundation attempting to map all the currently extant ontologies. His collection of one hundred and thirty definitions explores three different



10 | P o D forms of ontology: “Interrelations,” “Information versus Knowledge,” and “Synonyms” (Chaim 2007). Zins' survey of the field has a number of important repercussions for the PoD, especially exploring how the PoD relates to the other philosophies. I can consider this research to be one of the core components of the PoD. The research’s focus is gathering experimental evidence to differentiate data from information and knowledge. This research does not consider the philosophical implications of the positions it has surveyed. Specific mention is required of Dr. Tuomi’s reverse hierarchy view. She observes that the classic ontology of facts as data that become information that becomes knowledge is rather the opposite: “Data emerge after we have information and that information emerges only after we have knowledge.” (Tuomi 1999) The reverse hierarchy is notable for a number of reasons. It explores a causal view of data instead of a component view. The component view, described above in the traditional sources is that data are a subset of information (or information is data with extra stuff bolted on), and that information is a subset of knowledge. The traditional view does not ascribe requirements to any of the three outside their simple existence. The causal view, as express by Tuomi, describes knowledge as that which can cause the creation of information, and likewise information to data. Not only does knowledge create context for information or a change in granularity, but it also creates the need for that information. Tuomi indirectly reminds us that temporality and causation are important in any discussion of the PoD, due to the difference in perspective that multiple people bring when defining data for themselves.



S EMIOTICS



Semiotics, the study of signs, is also an important contributor. This section explores questions of Eco's interpretants and Galison's Trading Zones.



While the Philosophy of Information is one of the parents, the other field that could be termed a parent of the PoD is that of Semiotics (de Saussure 1985). Sassure defines Semiotics, the study of signs, as: “… [T]he role of signs as part of social life. It would form part of social psychology, and hence of general psychology.... It would investigate the nature of signs and the laws governing them. …. Linguistics is only one branch of this general science." (De Saussure 1986) As the form and meaning of data strongly relate to its nature, a large component of the PoD must explore the semiotic aspects of data. With that said, however, Semiotics is not the entirety of the PoD as the focus of semiotics is on the nature of communication and the interpretation of signs for meaning. Despite the generation of meaning from signs being central to the PoD, limiting our investigations to human sign-creators ignores the universe of



11 | P o D artificially created data that is just as or more meaningful than the signs humans create for themselves. INTERPRETANTS Eco, in his research in Semiotics, explores a number of items of significance to the PoD. First



among them is the coding of signs, the way we represent meaning in symbols. Eco first describes this coding process when he explores Pierce's definition of semiotics: “A sign can stand for something else to somebody only because this 'standing-for' relation is mediated by an interpretant.” (Eco 1979) Because data are signs, but not all signs are data, this aspect of Eco's understanding of semiotics represents another crucial element the intended study. To restate the aim, “How does someone’s Philosophy of Data influence their interactions with data?” part of the field should explore how someone misunderstands data produced by someone or something else. The way of understanding people misunderstanding data is through Eco's discussion of interpretants. T R A D IN G Z O N E S The other significant exploration in semiotics that is relevant to the PoD is Galison's exploration of “The Context of Context.” He explains the nature of trading zones to enable communication between different types of scientists in the field of physics: “... the subcultures of Physics are diverse and differently situated in the broader culture in which they are prosecuted. But if the reductionist picture … fails by ignoring this diversity, a picture of physics as a merely an assembly of isolated subcultures also falters by missing the felt interconnectedness of physics as a discipline.... I repeatedly use the notion of a trading zone, an intermediate domain in which procedures could be coordinated locally even where broader meanings clashed.” (Galison 1997) We should not only apply the concept of the trading zone to Physics (Baird and Cohen 1999; Derry, Gernsbacher and Schunn 2005). When I apply the trading zone concept to the PoD, I can see that as people and machines between themselves and each other construct implicit and explicit trading zones to communicate data, opportunities for miscommunication arise. The trading zone should be one of the primary things to explore when exploring organisational and international communication of data. Trading zones and machineencoded data are also a worthwhile topic. The conscious awareness of a trading zone is also a very important investigation into a person's specific understanding of the nature of Data.



P HILOSOPHY



OF



S CIENCE



This section explores how questions of fact influence data.



The next significant contributor is the Philosophy of Science. While the PoD has no interest in the conduction of science in itself, it is a clear recipient of the repercussions of the debate



12 | P o D engendered by the question “What is a fact?” The debate carried out by Popper (Popper 1959), Kuhn (Kuhn 1970), Lakatos (Lakatos 1970), and Feyerabend (Feyerabend 1993) on the nature of fact is central to science and as facts are generally represented as data or agglutinations of data. As scientists and philosophers have not “solved” the philosophical problem presented by the question of fact, the debate must therefore carry over to the PoD. Carnap represents facts as data (Carnap 1946); Popper, as observations. The dispute then changes into what or who can create facts/data. The nature of context of the facts supporting theories then evolves past Kuhn and Lakatos' paradigms or research programmes into requiring that some data are meaningless when placed with others. The anarchistic approach of Feyerabend upsets the equilibrium even further by disputing the very nature of science. When considering the requirements of validity it is important to observe how people equate data with factual claims.



P HILOSOPHY



OF



T ECHNOLOGY



This section talks about some potential ontological values buried in philosophical questions of data. Of note is the mention of the Dewey/Heidegger debate, Borgmann's Focal Points, and Marshal McLuhan's Medium is the Message philosophy of technical communications.



While the Philosophy of Science has much to say about the nature of fact, the Philosophy of Technology explores how technology mediates our daily lives. Of significance is the mediating nature of technology on data. Whether technology is the observer, recorder, manipulator, or other actor upon data, it is centrally bound to the nature of data. I must consider at the very least three perspectives on the mediating influence of technology. John Dewey (Dewey 1997) and Martin Heidegger (Heidegger 1977) discuss the future of technology. Dreyfus (Dreyfus, Dreyfus and Athanasiou 1986) and Borgmann (Borgmann 1984) explore the role of technology in life and Artificial Intelligence. Marshall McLuhan defines the nature of the medium (McLuhan and Fiore 1967). QUESTIONS OF UNDERSTANDING Blattner’s exploration of Dewey and Heidegger's positions of understanding, cognition, and



technology is very striking and relates to the very heart of the PoD. He explores how, “understanding is primarily a sort of practice, or as Heidegger says, a sort of competence or ability, and theoretical knowing is a part of this.” (Blattner 2000) As technology is both



realized data and the vehicle for the realization of data, Blattner's exploration of Dewey and Heidegger is very important because it allows for inferences about we interact, understand data, and use the understanding engineered into technology as embodied practice.



13 | P o D F O C A L P O IN T S Borgmann's discussions about between “Efficiency for Efficiency's Sake” and “Focal Points” show the importance of data and information to philosophers of technology. On the nature of data and reality, he asserts: “Yet reality is not divisible into structure and contingency without remainder. That the world is woven together is a further contingency of lawlike necessity, and so on endlessly even through intelligibility. Reality is both knowable and unsurpassable. Positing Platonic structures is the attempt to get control of reality by dividing it all the way down...” (Borgmann 1984) I must investigate if these platonic structures are data. To the philosophers of technology, questions of how data interact with reality through the medium of technology are vital to the field. M E D I U M I S T H E M E S S AG E I am also interested in how the Philosophy of Technology explores the nature of



communication, specifically in McLuhan's exploration of the nature of the medium, in which he notes: “In a culture like ours, long accustomed to splitting and dividing all things as a means of control, it is sometimes a shock to be reminded that, in operational and practical fact, the medium is the message. This is merely to say that the personal and social consequences of any medium -- that is any extension of ourselves -- result from the new scale introduced in our affairs by each extension of ourselves.” (McLuhan et al. 1967) The concept of extension of self via media, or how each communication through a medium itself carries meaning just as the message contained in that communication does, is a very interesting concept to apply to the PoD. Inasmuch as various media encode data differently, I cannot simply consider data as a platonic unit. Both Semiotics and the Philosophy of Technology would have us be mindful of the fact that the encoding of the data carries meaning itself. Then trying to explore people's understanding of the nature of data, I must be mindful of what media they ascribe to data storage, and what perceptions they have of the medium's effect on data.



I NFORMATION T HEORY



This section discusses Shannon's technical contributions to the conception of data.



On the theoretical side of things, I open with Information Theory where Shannon develops a Mathematical Theory of Communication. He opens this field with a dedication to the engineering as opposed to semantic side of communication: “The fundamental problem of



14 | P o D communication is that of reproducing at one point either exactly or approximately a message selected at another point. Frequently the messages have meaning; that is they refer to or correlate with some system with certain physical or conceptual entities. These semantic aspects of communication are irrelevant to the engineering problem” (Shannon 1951) It is vital that the PoD considers the nature of data transport in addition to the “irrelevant” semantics. Introducing the concepts of entropy, quantifiable error, and the correction thereof, Shannon and his followers add another dimension to the Philosophy of Information: physicality of the intangible.



P ROPOSED C ONTRIBUTIONS



These fields all contribute to the PoD, but none is the PoD. The PoD has many things to contribute to Information Systems. Giving insights into how people understand data will make for more reliable data models.



With all these contributing fields, the discussion now centres on the question how the PoD contributes to the discipline of Information Systems. What components of the PoD are useful for IS study, and why? There are three major contributions from the PoD here: an awareness of the relative, transitive, nature of our own, personal, definitions of data, a deepened understanding of the contextual nature of information systems implementations, and an awareness of the impact of cultural differences in the construction of data. The awareness of the limitations of our own definitions is paradoxical: how can I perform scholarly research if I cannot be certain of the fundamental terms of our field? The PoD helps here by containing the problem space wherein most potential definitions of the term lie. Pinpointing the exact definition of the term under examination within the problem space, not only do I create a level of commensurate comparison between different types of data, but I also allow other people to more accurately understand the term in the way the researcher is using it. This clarification minimizes miscommunication. Using the PoD to realize the pitfalls of the contextual nature of IS implementations is another key contribution. While some organisations may have the luxury of hiring designers to create a completely custom-built system for their particular problem, even that system will have to interact with systems built by other people in different contexts. While published standards define these systems to some extent, similar functionality, there is a limited appreciation for the different definitions of data: most, if they consider it at all will merely try to design the specific architecture of their target system. With Electronic Support Systems, databases, and objects, the way these systems conceptualize, process, store, and present data for understanding will be remarkably different. The major breaks in understanding the nature of data are easy to detect as language barriers, translation, and internationalization can create major flaws in database design and UI presentation. More



15 | P o D subtle flaws between intent, design, and use can also stealthily creep in. Errors due to these flaws tend to be attributed to other problems, “poor design” or “poor training” for the most part. Looking at a study exploring the success of Linux design (Augustin, Bressler and Smith 2002) one problem to overcome was to create a synthetic culture of sharing. While the artificial creation of context through a new culture works in terms of the creation of an operating system, not all user bases should adapt themselves to their to the encoded databases’ perspective of reality. By exploring these contexts within the framework developed by PoD philosophers, solutions that bridge contexts may suggest themselves. The third component informs the above stated problems of context: different cultures at whatever granularity: organizational, national, educational. These cultural differences, apart from the problems created by the context of the creation of the IS product, can pose major obstacles. Cultural differences of the understanding of data may even express themselves across the culture of an organization. If we consider Intelligence Agencies in the United States government, it is easy to imagine the culture of the intelligence gatherers, the “data creators” being vastly different from those who interpret data and even more distant from the politicians who consume data (Gookins 2008). Using Schein’s model of Organizational Culture (Schein 1984), I can form a clearer view of this process. Assumptions inform the values of each node of the culture, and the artefacts reflect the culture’s interpretations of the values upon the tacit assumptions. The difficulty is that I then read those assumptions into the artefacts that the culture consumes, even if the origin of those artefacts was from a different culture. Using the PoD to explore how culture informs data will help groups, cultures,



and



organizations



reduce



communication



misunderstanding a different culture’s philosophy of data.



errors



introduced



through
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R ESEARCH Q UESTION



This section will concisely define the research questions suggested by my methodology: what are the epistemologies of data, what are the communicative signifiers of data, and what similarities and differences are present in people's definitions of data in small group contexts?



I seek to understand how humans in a given context create, define, differentiate, use, and communicate data. My research questions explore this intent in three different directions. I want to gain an understanding of what epistemologies people bring when trying to understand data. In order to explore use and communication, I want to see if I can identify communicative signifiers. With these two as a basis, I then want to use them to see if I can find similarities and differences between multiple peoples' epistemologies.



RQ 1: W HAT



ARE THE EPISTEMOLOGIES OF DATA ?



To restate a question from my motivations, "How do people take something that is not data and turn it into something that is?" The transformative act of data creation requires a solid, potentially tacit, philosophical foundation. An epistemology of data is the catalyst for the creation, categorization, use, and differentiation of data. By exploring questions of data creation and interaction, it may be possible to observe an underlying philosophy. Many fields contribute to potential epistemologies of data, information, and knowledge. While these fields have academic perspectives on what the epistemology of data should be, as a practical matter, no one field dominates. I have observed in myself that my understanding of data changes depending on which context I am working in. (Moos 2002) I plan to study the epistemologies of data of people in the context of a small group in order to limit interference from other potential contexts. While I would like to explore the implications of cultural, professional, educational, and personal factors, determining their fundamental epistemologies of data is an acceptable first step.



RQ 2: W HAT



ARE THE COMMUNICATIVE SIGNIFIERS OF DATA ?



The intent of this question is to study individuals in context of small groups. These groups must have developed internal and external signifiers to indicate if something is data, information, or knowledge. I am interested in commonalities between these communicative signifiers. As the question of signifiers involves communications, I am interested in how groups miscommunicate these signifiers to other groups. Focusing on misunderstood signifiers, the intent of this question is to produce practical positive communications guidelines.
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RQ 3: W HAT



SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES ARE PRESENT IN PEOPLE ' S DEFINITIONS OF DATA IN SMALL GROUP CONTEXTS ?



I intend Research Question 3 to guide the analysis of data produced by RQ1. In order to contribute to the PoD and to information systems research, I need to explore the differences between epistemologies and ontological understandings of data. With these



identified, I hope to identify the major positions of the philosophical field for subsequent analysis and discussion outside the scope of this project. I also seek to identify a set of easily operationalizable definitions. Data Modellers, the intelligence industry, and database designers can use these recommendations to increase the end quality of their product.
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R ESEARCH M ETHODOLOGY



My methodology will discuss my research philosophy, my framework requirements, the modification of Social Network Analysis called Social Data Flow Networks, applying that to Oral History semi-structured interviews and scenario based interviews for single people and focus groups.



In order to explore the PoD, how people create, communicate, use, and understand what they understand as data, I have chosen to investigate the data use of intelligence agencies. As people can use different definitions of data depending on the context they are in, I have chosen to study how small groups create, communicate, use, and understand data. Small groups have to settle on one local definition of data. (Freyd 1983) A person, however, can belong to many small groups and change their understanding and perceptions by local context. I am taking the post-modern stance of socially constructed reality (Berger and Luckmann 1989), as data usually is a label applied to something. It is the invocation of the label of "data" that causes ontological affordances (Turvey 1992) to come into play. For purposes of this study, the reality that I am studying is a post-modern socially constructed artefact of cognition. As experimental philosophy, I intend this study to explore this field to pave the way for further philosophers and social scientists. In order to provide the correct exploratory atmosphere, the study will use abductive research methods(Dubois and Gadde 2002). I seek to understand the weltanschuung and specific vocabulary of the people I am interviewing. I want to understand what they mean by their words, without entering their words into a predetermined framework, theoretical model, or otherwise prejudicial deductive or inductive reasoning structure.



R ESEARCH P HILOSOPHY



I am following an abductive post-modern phenomenological (roughly) research philosophy with an attempt to create a pseudo-longitudinal study through Oral History interviews contrasted with scenarios. This study will not be a case study, as the focus is on the philosophy, not the individual people and groups.



My abductive research philosophy is roughly phenomenological.(Kruijff) While I do not make the claims of phenomenologists about the nature of science, perception, or reality, their default state of intentional innocence of meaning is quite useful for an abductive study as I seek to understand the participants' points of view/realities without too much colouration from my own. I also will introduce a historical perspective into the topic. The historical perspective will introduce longitudinal aspects into the study, without requiring the collection of multiple samples over a long duration. This compromise is essential as I want to understand what the philosophy of data was during the evolution of computing machines as well as what it is



19 | P o D today. Change in the philosophy of data of an institution over time may make it easier to observe what the underlying philosophy of data is in the first place. This historical focus will also promote discussion about real and unclassified events, a useful sanity check for the fictitious scenario. I make no claims of this exploration being a case study. This non-case study focus allows an emphasis on the philosophical and information theoretic problem. Treating this research as an exploratory problem in experimental philosophy, I am more ably able to fulfil the requirements of RQ1 and RQ3. Focusing on the epistemologies and comparing them, I should be able to better focus on similarities and differences between competing epistemological and ontological questions.



F RAMEWORK R EQUIREMENTS



This section articulates the requirements of my framework. The purpose of this section is to maintain guidance even if I need to make changes to the SDFN after the fact, as well as providing a rationale for choosing the SDFN.



No study can be purely exploratory without any framework. In order to study how small groups understand the nature of data, there are two primary unknowns: the composition of a small group, and the group's PoD. The philosophy of data is functionally an unknown unknown: there is no framework possible to discuss the PoD within without seriously biasing the results. In order to make statements about the potential similarity or differences between groups, I must make the groups commensurate. Creating artificial commensurably, a known unknown, requires a framework that can adequately represent the groups' structures in a unified and consistent fashion. Making the group comparison a matter of comparing apples to apples, describing the relationships between the unknown aspects of their philosophies becomes much easier. This framework has to be able to support the answering of my three research questions. RQ1 falls into the domain of the unknown unknown, as it seeks to explore the epistemological content of the small groups' philosophies of data. RQ2 requires that the framework be fully functional. Without identifying the communications paths of these small groups, I cannot explore what the communicative signifiers might be. RQ3 ties in with the comparative requirements for the framework. The framework allows the comparison of the philosophical aspects of the interviews. SMALL GROUP COMPARISON Any framework chosen must allow for the comparison of small groups as per RQ3. In order



for me to consider any framework valid, it must not taint the collection of data about data. The gathering mechanisms must not suggest to the recipients a certain construction of data.



20 | P o D The greatest danger of the framework is if "test-savvy" (Haney 2002) participants detect a suggestion of terms from the framework gathering process and shape their answers to meet those terms. The framework chosen must also offer a group-space of sorts: an explicit continuum to situate all the small groups. This continuum must provide justifiable evidence in how the small groups differ, but also how they are similar, thereby providing support for RQ2 and indirect support for RQ1. The framework must support an interval comparison. It must be able to give a difference distance between groups, an integer indicating how far apart the groups are. This distance measure should indicate how many changes are necessary for each group to appear the same. CONTEXT The framework must also frame the data-context of the group. The data-context is the general types of actions the small group performs upon data, be they creation,



manipulation, aggregation, and/or routing. This framing requirement examines the group's actions instead of the group itself. A new axis of comparison becomes available through this data-context framing. The framework should offer some mechanism for abstracting the roles of people into an abstract context. Intentional abstraction increases the anonymity possible through the questioning. By generalizing role context across every instance, it becomes easier to compare different instances. ACTOR TYPES The framework must finally allow the inclusion of potentially non-human actors as



significant to the small group. While actor-network theory is not appropriate for my



investigation, its practice of assigning the perception of agency to non-human devices is useful. (Latour 1996)



S OCIAL D ATA F LOW N ETWORK ,



A



M ETHODOLOGICAL F RAMEWORK



Social Network Analysis inspires the Social Data Flow Network. The resource flows of Social Network Analysis are reinterpreted and granted a more nuanced vocabulary by using the terminology and concepts of Data Flow Diagrams.



An inspirational framework for discussing the composition of small groups is Social Network Analysis as discussed by Wasserman (Wasserman et al. 1994) and Kadushin (Kadushin). Social Network Analysis is the basis for the framework I am calling the Social Data Flow Network (SDFN). The SDFN is a combination of the Social Network and the Data Flow Diagram. The intent behind this framework is to identify a Kadushin Primary Group(Kadushin 2004). A Primary Group is a small group as defined by balanced resource



21 | P o D flows. Defining the primary group based on resource flows, as data, instead of self-described relationships, we eliminate any organizational naming conventions. Instead, we identify small groups by the fact that they are a small, strongly connected transitive graph. According to a discussion of Social Network Analysis, "Relational ties (linkages) between actors are channels for transfer or "flow" of resources (either material or nonmaterial)."(Wasserman et al. 1994) The Social Data Flow Network takes these resources as edges and adds an enhanced vocabulary to them, taken from the Data Flow Diagram terminology(Dennis, Wixom and Roth 2000). This enhancement makes the Social Network more applicable to my task by identifying small groups through relational ties of data. It also assists by providing the idea of a "Concept View" which may prove useful at exploring differences between groups by ignoring internal group composition. C O M P O N E N T S O F A SDFN G R A P H A strongly connected graph is defined by the possibility of reaching any node from any other node. A transitive directed graph or balanced graph means that resource flows go in both



directions. In this instance, the Primary Group that Kadushin describes (Kadushin 2004) is dense, cohesive, and a function of the observer. Identifying network segmentation in this manner, I can make credible assertions that a given set of people constitute a small group. My own restriction requires that the data flow between all group members must have at least two alternate paths. This restriction is necessary to eliminate links from hierarchical nodes. While hierarchical nodes may possess two-way data flows with the small group, they do not have any other substantive data flows outside this bottleneck. The hierarchical filter is due to the nature of data flows in intelligence organizations. The raison d’être of an intelligence organization is to collect and disseminate the news to a select group of people.(Weiner, Rudnicki, Audio and Audio 2007) This mandate requires a roughly one-directional flow of data from the collectors to the aggregators to the interpreters to the receivers. Communications from the participants' superiors may be considered data; I will make no assertions before the fact either way. DFD B A C K G R O U N D The Data Flow Diagram was originally intended to be a template describing the data flows of



a functional program design. Each level contains nested transforms, structured program functions.(Dennis et al. 2000) Each transform accepted data and output data. Lower levels



were more basic; higher, more aggregational. The data flows themselves were described in a Data Dictionary that provided exact specification of the content of each data flow. This technique has subsequently been adapted for data modelling purposes.



22 | P o D The SDFN is a representation of a portion of the participant's reality, instead of a specification for a software program.(Kent 2000) It is better for the diagram to be inexact and poorly defined than to present the false precision of imagined memories. I will absolutely avoid the understanding of data implicit in a DFD. Structured programming has no shared ontological basis with Social Network Analysis. The DFD itself is atemporal and acausal.(Diaper and Stanton 2003) While a program is written as a mostly atemporal set of instructions, humans assign causation to things. Changing the nodes from transforms to actors and allowing causation, the process of creating an SDFN becomes much easier, realistic, and appropriate to diagramming the social network of the participant. It is possible to abstract the compiled SDFNs to a formal DFD later, if requested by the associated agencies. DFD C ON T R I B U T I O N S T O S O C I A L N E T W O R K A N A L Y S I S Other aspects of the DFD imported into Social Network Analysis are the concepts of the



universe of discourse, sources, and sinks. Describing the primary group as the universe of discourse, all inputs and outputs from the primary group are classed as sources and sinks. A source is a flow in, whereas a sink is a flow out of the group. Using Actor-Network Theory as an inspiration, sources and sinks are anything, which, in the participant's eyes, interacts with data. Satellites are a useful source; a mailing list, a useful sink. This view of the Primary Group as one entity is a Context View. This view will be the primary means of comparison of the small groups. In order to derive these various views, recipients will be asked to populate the SDFN with personae that I have created. These personae are fictional characters with jobs and activities defined for them. These personae provide anonymity for the recipient and his or her colleagues. The act of choosing a persona tells me nothing save that, someone with some subset of the personae's attributes does something with data. This information, while sufficient to identify a small group and to get a sense of data flows, provides insufficient context and data to identify anyone. I M P L I C A T I ON S O F SDFN U S E The SDFN, by asking the participant to identify data flows, urges the participant to



categorize via their own experience of data. The only philosophical bias the SDFN imparts to the framework is that data must flow from one actor to another. It makes no claim on the how, what, or why of said flow. The Context View offers a way to compare groups by stating that the context of each group can be defined by the group's sources and sinks as personae. Conserving sources and sinks from one interview to another, this conservation allows different groups to attach to the



23 | P o D same sources and sinks. This conservation provides an interval measure of distance, if the personae are accurately linked outside the SDFN creation exercise. This comparison is important because will provide me with a unified universe of discourse for my analysis. U S E S O F C ON T E XT By making groups into a single node and conserving sources and sinks between context



views, I make groups explicitly commensurate. It should be possible to determine each group's context by looking at the inputs and outputs of the context view. Context, in this sense, is a description of the environmental constraints on the epistemological judgements of data/not-data. Looking at the sources and sinks, the combined inputs and outputs define the context of the small group processing and creating the data. When using the group as an experimental basis for philosophy, it will be possible to justify the group's world-view by exploring its context. O T H E R SDFN V I E W S The Context View will treat the identified Primary Group as a single entity and identify all data sources and sinks. The initial diagram will be called the Level 1 view. This view will



allow the participants to identify all actors and create data flows between them, without considering their group membership or not. Subsequent analysis will then identify the Kadushin Primary Group and the Context View will be formed from there.



A PPLYING



THE FRAMEWORK



This section articulates my proposed solution for solving the unknown unknowns, how to explore the philosophy of data. I discuss the Oral History interviews and the Scenario based interviews. I also explain why I chose both individual interviews and focus groups.



The SDFN provides an adequate template for describing the composition of the small groups. Design, it does not suggest a methodology for discovering their underlying PoD. This section will explore that question. I will conduct research in four categories. These four categories provide many viewpoints that may allow different approaches in understanding the data gathered. These categories can be articulated as the quadrants of two axes. H I S T O R I C A L /S C E N A R I O P E R SP E C T I V E Splitting my investigations between discussions of unclassified historical events and



constructed scenarios, I can introduce a historical perspective to my investigations without needing to go back in time. This axis also provides for correction for biases in my constructed scenario by basing discussion around actual events in the past. There are no plans to segregate retired and active intelligence officers, as both groups can make valuable contributions in all four categories.



24 | P o D Scenario based interviewing is important in this context, because it provides for a pseudoethnographic interview. Potential classification and accessibility problems prevent a true ethnographic survey. The scenario should provide sufficient props for the participants to act out the data flows of their analysis in lieu of direct observation. This identification of data flows by manipulating fictional data in a scenario will still force the participants to engage with their personal philosophies of data. These scenario methodologies were inspired by task-analysis methodologies in Human-Computer Interaction. (Diaper et al. 2003; Go et al. 2003) The historical perspective will use semi-structured oral history interviews. (Grele 1991) While the specific methodology will be discussed later, the oral history methodology provides a similar but alternate way of accessing the participant’s tacit knowledge of his or her own data flows and epistemologies. These perspectives give me two dramatically different access routes to uncover the participant's epistemology of data, in order to solve RQ1. I N T E R V I E W S /F O C U S G R O U P S By getting both individual and focus group viewpoints, I am generating additional



perspectives on the philosophy of data. This distinction also provides me multiple perspectives to help answer research question two. Observation of individual and group communication, change in wording may help to cue me into appropriate communicative signifiers of data for their context. The second axis is that of interviews versus focus groups. The discussion between members of a focus group when discussing a historical event or current scenario provides two unique benefits. Encouraging discussion between group members, I may get access to fascinating anecdotes that may not be accessible otherwise. Individual interviews are also of great utility. They provide a more personal space where I can dig more deeply into specific events. Here, I do not need to split my time over members of the focus group. I will refer to members of both groups as participants throughout this document.



S CENARIO



AND



P ERSONAE P REPARATION



This section articulates the practical requirements of the personae required for the SDFN and scenario, as well as the generation methodology of the scenarios.



Preparation for the interviews and focus groups requires the creation of a set of personae and a scenario. The majority of my methodology has been structured in a way that can easily shift to another field. The only significant work involved in shifting to a different industry will be the creation of a new set of personae and a new scenario.



25 | P o D PERSONAE REQUIREMENTS I need to prepare many personae, as each participant will likely occupy a different section of the intelligence chain from producers to consumers. Each persona represents a potential



actor serving as source, sink, or group member. In order to prepare these personae, I will need to study the intelligence chain and create personae that fulfil most roles. As this chain includes military, domestic, and international intelligence, reconnaissance, and counterespionage work, there will likely be a great number of positions. Without creating a functional hierarchical net here, the distancing algorithms of the SDFN will not be able to function. Each persona will have a unique name, job description, and search tags associated with the job description. Despite the temptation to include attributes and data flows they handle, this would defeat the purpose of the study. A few personae will be prepared with names but without job description in case the participants have unexpected agents they interact with. In addition, non-human personae will use the same job description format. This makes human and non-human personae compatible and commensurate. Each persona will also be given a number of aliases so it can be used multiple times in the same SDFN to represent multiple people. Using aliases instead of creating new persona makes subsequent comparison easier. The search tags will make finding appropriate personae easier. SCENARIO REQUIREMENTS The same research for the personae will also power the scenario. The personae represent



the abstract positions in the intelligence chain. The scenario will instantiate the intelligence



chain performing a certain task. All modern sources of intelligence will be present: Human, Signals, and Electronic Intelligence (Pate-Cornell 2002). The scenario will extend all the way to the ultimate consumers of the intelligence, the military officers, and politicians involved. The scenario will be rendered both on a series of web pages and on index cards. The web resource will be distributed to participants before the interview/focus group and the index cards will be used as props during the interview. The scenario will involve a month long specific intelligence gathering effort concerning a potential attack from a fictional country. The country will have agents in place in the participant’s country and vice versa. Involving all these elements, someone from all of the intelligence gathering services will be able to find a niche in the scenario. The personae for the SDFN include a number of blank ones. The scenario cannot incorporate them, because it will not be possible to run the scenario again with past participants.



I NTERVIEW P ROCESS



This section explores the methodology of the interviews, looking at introduction, the SDFN creation, the exploration of philosophy, and a conclusion.



26 | P o D This section applies to both individual interviews and the focus groups. Every semistructured interview will have roughly four stages: Introduction, SDFN, Scenario or Historical Discussion, and the Conclusion. The Introduction will set the stage and take care of necessary paperwork. Constructing the SDFN will allow me to discover the known unknown of their small group and to focus their attention on thinking about data. This component will remain the same throughout all categories. Before the interview, I will have sent an agenda, the personae, and the scenario where appropriate to the person or focus group members. These prior communications will also arrange for meeting times, communications mechanisms, and appropriate backup plans. The Scenario component will focus on running and discussing the scenario I established. It will also explore their impressions of data flows in the scenario. Discussing the scenario after the SDFN, I will have brought their internal context into the small group they described. I have the same intent with the Historical Perspective categories, discussing how the participants actually used and communicated data. The conclusion will be a free-ranging conversation hoping to evoke their understandings of data and useful intuitions conjured by the prior discussion as well as asking for introductions and contacts with other people they know. INTRODUCTION I plan to open the interview with introductions: explain who I am, what I am doing, the



recording mechanisms, and the anonymity protections. The interview will continue by restating the briefing materials sent beforehand. This will serve to refresh the memory of those who have read the material and introduce the scenario and personae to those who have not. I will then reiterate my intent. This reiteration provides a focusing topic for the rest of the interview. This stage is important because it will be my primary tool for getting the discussion back on track politely. I will then verify that the multiple recordings are functioning and recording everything adequately. Interviews will be recorded by at least two separate systems, to minimize data loss in case of a technical malfunction. This process will also serve to validate the connection if the interview is happening over a video conference. Then, I will explain how they can unilaterally revoke permission to use this recorded material and/or view their recorded material by going to a URL printed on a sheet I give them. The URL will point to a web-server sitting on top of a database with row-level encryption keyed to the passphrase on the physical sheet. This sheet will have a username/passphrase on it, my e-mail address, and instructions on how to contact me anonymously. The passphrase will have at least 50 bits of entropy as



27 | P o D generated through the diceware protocol.(Reinhold 1995) Anonymous communication will function through the site, as it will have very simple pseudo "e-mail" capability. This high level of privacy protection may be necessary to secure permission to conduct interviews with people working on intelligence projects. External notification of an e-mail will be sent to the "Mailinator" web-service, as anyone can access any e-mail box (and get an RSS feed of the e-mails as they arrive.) This informs the recipient in a way that I cannot trace back to them. Through this mechanism, I never need to know the participant’s name, or e-mail address. Access logs of the web server will also not be kept. For focus groups, every member of the group will receive their own username and password. SDFN C R E A T I O N The interview will then proceed to the first component, the creation of the SDFN. In the



case of focus groups, an SDFN will be constructed that includes every member of the focus group if possible. This will undoubtedly result in a larger SDFN than would otherwise be the case, but the additional data will be useful. Exp lan a tion o f SDF N The o ry



In order to create the SDFN, I will explain Social Network Analysis and the intent behind Data Flows. Without knowing the intent and the mechanism of exploration, the participants cannot become active participants and the quality of the collected data will suffer. From the abstract theory, I will then explain how the personae fit in and how to find specific personae that they are looking for. There will be a mini-search engine provided with tags linked to job descriptions, as well as a physical index of index-cards and cross-referenced by tag. S amp le SDF N C re ati on



Once I have explained the theory and the methodology of how to construct it, I will lead them through a sample SDFN creation of the interview process itself. To avoid bias, I will ask them to label the data flows between the various people. This example will insure that they understand how to construct a SDFN and how it should appear and function. Pe rso nal SD FN C re atio n



The example will serve as a segue to the SDFN creation itself. Starting with the focus group or individual, I will help them search for self-signifying personae with appropriate job descriptions. Here, I will emphasize that the persona in question does not have to represent all of their job aspects and will allow them to select multiple personae to represent themselves if they have multiple "jobs" that they would do. This multiple personae selection permits the discussion of persona specific context. I will then ask them to assign data-flows between these jobs. This can be performed on a computer interface or with index-cards and yarn. The physicality of index cards and yarn



28 | P o D may help the thought processes of people not used to this sort of technology. With the data flows created, I will ask them to label the data flows with categories and examples of unclassified data. I will be asking both the historical and the current scenario groups to populate these examples as this serves as a commonality between the groups. SD F N Dis cus sion



The data flows then allow discussion of where the boundaries of the Kadushin Primary Group should lie. Engaging the participants in the process, the act of selecting the boundaries solicits additional data about why each participant would consider certain people to be within his/her small group. This process should lead to a lively discussion as I elicit more detail from the participant. HISTORICAL INTERVIEW FOR INDIVIDUALS AND FOCUS GROUPS The historical perspective will focus on material that has fallen out of strict classification. If



necessary, freedom of information act requests will be filed on the material referenced so that I can discuss primary sources along with the participant’s recollections both before and after the interview. This stage of the interview involves discussing the participant’s historical interactions in intelligence agencies: details and some stories from their job. Focusing on what they think the relationship between data, information, and knowledge is; the interview should contain enough linguistic relationships to power the relational analysis discussed below. C ondu cting the O r al His to ry In te rvie w



This interview will follow the Oral History interview format documented by Terkel.(Grele 1991) It will be a semi-structured interview with a list of questions designed to guide the participant through his or her memories of the data-rich situations described above.(Grele 1998) An Oral History interview must be semi-structured, due to the tangential nature of memory. If the participant digresses into a useful topic, it is far better to encourage that direction of thought than to break the flow and potentially annoy them. The second component of the interview will be a discussion about the memories evoked in the first part. By picking over the memories, but moreover by having the participant analyse the memories, they serve as a catalyst for introspection. Just as the retelling of dreams can be useful as the memories serve as an entrée for introspection the memories of data interaction are also useful.(Ghosh 2003) While the memories contain elements of data interaction themselves, the participants’ interpretation is of great interest. Their introspective interpretation may contain greater hints as to how they understand the nature and epistemology of data.
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I expect the small groups to be especially fruitful in this circumstance, because memories from one person will tend to spark memories from others. This process, if managed correctly, should be a gold mine of useful stories and implicit explanations of their relationships to data. I will also try to elicit interesting stories about miscommunications between groups. I want to look at how the participant’s perception of data differed from their group’s perceptions, their department, and their agency. Stories are important because they represent memorable outliers coloured by memory and retelling. As myth, stories are wonderful tools for exposing the internal cognitive maps of the teller. (Bruner 2002) S C E N A R I O F O R I N D I V I D U A L S A N D F O C U S G R OU P S These categories differ from the former set only in that instead of discussing various



patchwork historical cases, the scenario will be consistent across all interviews and focus groups. While the scenario as a whole is consistent, the portion of the scenario I will initially discuss will be located around the nominal position of the individual in the intelligence agency to which they belong. In the case of focus groups, I will detail portions of the scenario around each member of the focus groups' position. I will try to plan the focus groups so that the individuals within them are either a pre-existing small group or all have roughly the same job description. Run ning the sc en ari o



Running the scenario will involve simulating evolving partial knowledge of a complex situation. This requires that the scenario begin by discussing with the participants what data they would expect to receive, and from whom. Having identified the data they would receive, I would hand them manufactured props that simulated the stuff they would expect. Then, I would request that they talk through how their small group would process this data to hand on. This talking-thorough of their workflow is the essential component of these categories because it is through their workflow that they can demonstrate their group's understanding of data. I will then iterate through the same steps of the scenario, only with the processed data, simulating changes as new data becomes known. I will conduct four iterations of the scenario with the recipient, representing roughly a week of time in each iteration over the full scenario. During the second week (iteration), a plot twist will be introduced indicating that some of the material they got was a deliberate fabrication. The deliberate fabrication is designed to test the limits of their philosophy of data, specifically, to explore what happens when their internal designations experience a categorical shift.
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Having explored the scenario over a simulated period of time and come to the conclusion of the four iterations, I will then discuss with the participants how they think other people with different jobs would see the events. This segue will then lead the discussion of other nodes into asking for stories. I will seek amusing and annoying miscommunications from other people and groups. By asking in terms of the scenario, identifying information will be removed, while the important aspect, the error, is kept. Collecting stories of errors (in this case, an error is where an individual's prediction of reality did not meet reality) I hope to define edge cases of where different people had different conceptions of data. Indi vidu a ls ver sus Fo c us G r oups



The distinction between the individual and the focus group in this context should be quite fascinating. I expect the individuals to focus more on gathering data from the scenario by asking other personae about details of the material they have gathered. I expect the focus groups to spend more time debating the meaning of material they have gathered amongst themselves. Comparing the discussions of individuals to focus groups, I should be able to gather examples from the interviews themselves of how a small group evolves a local understanding of the nature of data. INTERVIEW CONCLUSION The conclusion of the interview and focus groups will involve a summary of the material that has been covered so far and the encouragement to discuss the problem of the philosophy of



data in the recipient's own words. The conclusion will discuss the problem from a low-key and theoretical point of view. My two goals for the conclusion of each interview are to get the participants to make a statement defining data and the relationship between data, information, and knowledge. I also want social network recommendations for more contacts to interview.



T ARGET



CRITERIA



This section explores the selection criteria of my intended participants. I am looking for 64 intelligence agents from all government agencies in the US and Australia.



For this series of interviews and focus groups, I hope to interview approximately sixty-four people in total: thirty-two each from the United States and Australia. The thirty-two people get me four interviews and four focus groups of three people each in historical and scenario. These numbers are sufficient to keep the categories sufficiently populated even if a person or a group drops from any given component due to schedule complications or permission revocation. I will be seeking an even mix of active and retired intelligence agents from all parts of the intelligence sector. I will focus my American efforts on FBI officers, domestic CIA staff, and soldiers assigned to the DIA. I will focus my Australian efforts on ASIS and ASIO



31 | P o D and the Australian Intelligence Corps as well as the Australian Defence Intelligence Organization. I will seek interviews with retired American officers amongst the FBI Agents Association, the CIA Center for the Study of Intelligence, the Association of Former Intelligence Officers, and other American retirement organizations. On the Australian retirement side, the Australian Intelligence Corps Association, the Australian Institute of Professional Intelligence Officers, and the Australia Defence Association should all be fruitful grounds of investigation. Optimally each interview and focus group will explore a different facet of each country's intelligence structure. The American National Security Agency bears special mention here. The NSA has a formidable reputation of not being willing to speak outside their Agency. (Doenecke 1999) This culture of secrecy, while valuable for secrecy, does not give me hope of being able to speak with them. Any contacts I make with them will be counted as above and beyond the sixty-four person total. Optimally, I would like to perform an interview and a focus group with a historical and scenario perspective with them and each of the agencies listed above.



P LANS



FOR A



P ILOT S TUDY



This section details how I am planning to use the New South Wales' Community Warning and Emergency Incident Response Office for my pilot study.



In order to test the reliability of these four buckets, the scenario, and the relational analysis, I plan to test this study with the New South Wales' Community Warning and Emergency Incident Response Office. Exploring communications before, during, and after an emergency, I can explore a different edge case than the high-criticality news that intelligence agencies distribute, but one that is no less important. The major feature of the pilot study will be a reduced scenario and personae creation scope. It will not need to cover all of the operations of all of the intelligence agencies of two countries. This pilot study will involve two iterations of a minimum number of people per category. The first iteration will involve two interviews and two focus groups of three people. Lessons learned will be fixed and a second round of interviews and focus groups will be run. If necessary, a third iteration will be run. As these participants are also members of the government, the results from these iterations will be usable in my final analysis as well. If I encounter extreme difficulties in contacting intelligence members, the contacts from my pilot study should be sufficient to expand into a full formal study of the numbers above.



C ONTINGENCY P LANNING



My quorum for successful investigation is thirty-two people total. This allows for, in case of unexpected difficulty, the dropping of one country of investigation or of components of both countries’ intelligence structures. If unexpectedly barred from access of all of the



32 | P o D intelligence organizations, I plan to use local contacts to expand my pilot study into a fullfledged study and potentially contact the United States' FEMA to get an international component. A completely separate backup contingency plan involves contacting members of Google Sydney about this research. Google has quite a lot in common with intelligence agencies, save only differences in distribution lists; Google Sydney is creating Google Wave. Wave, as a way of manipulating and communicating data in real time, is very pertinent to this research. These contacts will commence at the same point I start soliciting intelligence contacts and can serve as either a useful foil or sources for additional publication.
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A NALYSIS



I will subject data gathered above to Social Network Analysis and Relational Analysis Data thus analysed will be entered into a data warehouse for mining.



In order to get material to discuss in context of a PoD, I will perform two major units of analysis, input them into discrete data marts as part of a data warehouse, and mine that warehouse for interesting facts. I will then highlight interesting facts that should form the basis for discussion of the creation of the philosophy of data. The two components are Social Network Analysis (Wasserman et al. 1994) and Relational Analysis.(Carley 1993) While these are both quite positivistic in essence, there is no reason why these techniques cannot be used for the post-modern perspective of mining for interesting instead of statistically significant facts. In this context, defining aspects of the mining as statistically significant encounters two major fundamental flaws: the stats can be shaped to make almost anything significant and that interesting things may not be significant. It is better to seek interesting facts than statistically significant facts, especially in this exploratory study.



S OCIAL N ETWORK A NALYSIS



Social Network Analysis involves analysing the SDFN graphs through the Social Network Analysis methods for balanced primary graphs. Once these are found, I will compute the "distance" between each graph by noting the changes between sources and sinks.



In order to mine interesting facts from a data warehouse, I first must construct a data mart containing the collected social networks. These networks will be analysed by techniques described in Social Network Analysis by Wasserman and Faust. Each SDFN will be rendered as a directed graph using open source software and automatically examined. Items under analysis include isolating strongly connected subgraphs by examining transitivity between nodes. Strongly connected subgraphs indicate small groups, the unit under analysis. Then combining these strongly connected sub-graphs into one node as per the Context View requirements as specified in the frameworks, the program will automatically calculate distance (number of differences) between each graphs in a matrix, then construct a visual representation of those differences, coded to indicate group and job affiliation. Of note here is that the context view, as it is abstracting a small group, does not carry job affiliation with it. Differences in individual choices of personae will not matter for the distance calculation, but will be included in the coding of the final representation. A standard ETL process will take distance between subgroups and normalize it. (Kimball and Ross 1996) This will make it compatible with the relational analysis data mart. Each subgraph will carry with it the internal identifiers linking the graph with the coded text produced by the participants. It will then be possible to mine the data produced by the
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R ELATIONAL A NALYSIS



I will use software to transcribe the interviews and focus groups and subject them to Relational Analysis, looking for relations between sets of words.



Relational Analysis, or Map Analysis as described by Carley(Carley 1993), or Semantic Analysis as described by Palmquist, Carley, & Dale (Palmquist, Carley and Dale 1997) is the process of "identifying concepts present in a given text or set of texts. Relational analysis seeks to go beyond the searchable presence of context analysis by exploring the relationships between the concepts identified.... [T]he focus of relational analysis is to look for semantic, or meaningful, relationships. Individual concepts, in and of themselves, are viewed as having no inherent meaning. Rather, meaning is a product of the relationships among concepts in a text." (Busch, Maret, Flynn, Kellum, Sheri Le, Saunders, White and Palmquist. 2005) By exploring the relationships between terms, Relational Analysis is the perfect way to distinguish between different conceptions of data, information, and knowledge as articulated by the participants of this study. Relational Analysis was chosen because this area is one where normal Content Analysis falls into a semantic counting trap. Merely counting frequency, presence, and absence of terms, nominal content analysis could easily conflate the someone describing Tuomi's reverse hierarchy of data, information, and knowledge (Tuomi 1999) with the more normal hierarchy, much less someone using them as synonyms. Relational Analysis, which looks at surrounding words to draw relationships, is good for this task. The recorded data above will be transcribed using commercial text to speech engines and then corrected manually. The manual correction will also perform an additional layer of semantic coding. A data mart will accept these transcriptions through an ETL load via a normal OLTP database. (Kimball et al. 1996) The database loading will perform a second cleansing iteration, which will be important to avoid infological artefacts. Once in the OLTP database, normal Relational Analysis techniques will be automated and performed on the data set using one of PostgreSQL's internal programming languages. The data, plus analysis, will then be loaded into a data mart with corresponding dimensions to the one generated from the Social Network Analysis. These data marts will make a data warehouse that can be used for data mining using standard techniques.
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E XPECTED R ESULTS



I will produce knowledge in the theoretical Philosophy of Data, Information Systems' Data Modelling, and improved communications guidelines for intelligence agencies.



Performing standard data mining on the data warehouse is certain to uncover interesting facts. These facts will be used to explore some theoretical and practical aspects of the PoD. The theoretical implications of different understandings of the nature of data as demonstrated by facts will allow an exploration of both epistemological and ontological questions. The exploration of epistemological differences in intelligence agents' understanding of data should be able to identify sufficient commonalities to form the solid, experimental, basis of the philosophical discipline. Understanding how they understand data, we can get a better hold of what data actually is, and thus use this as a platform to understand the ontological implications and values of data. The practical aspects of this research help both the targets of the research and Information Systems in general. Identifying differences in understanding, workers in intelligence agencies who have to communicate to other groups will be more mindful of conceptual differences. I may also produce a guide to help understand different local language systems. A discussion of data will be of great help to those people who are designing systems for intelligence agencies. The nature of what constitutes a single datum is fundamental to designing a database to the customer's requirements. The most important practical implication of this research is that it will help data modellers and database designers everywhere as it will demonstrate a number of different interpretations of data. Designers can more easily identify which fundamental interpretation their clients are using and thereby create better electronic representations of reality.
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P ROPOSED S CHEDULE



I plan to complete data gathering by the end of 2009 and to have the data analysed by July 2010. The rest of 2010 will be spent writing my thesis.
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